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U.S. Senator Marco Rubio will hold a public meeting in Marathon on Wednesday to take input
on the response to and recovery from Hurricane Irma.

The round-table discussion regarding on-going, hurricane-related issues will be at 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday at the Marathon Government Center, 2798 Overseas Highway in Marathon.

More than one member of the Monroe County Commission may attend and speak on issues
so the county has publicly noticed the meeting to follow state open meeting laws.

Monroe County Mayor David Rice said he plans to lobby Rubio, R- Fla., on speeding up the
process for Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to reimburse the county and
local municipalities for hurricane-related expenses.

The county alone is facing roughly $93 million in expenses and has submitted $16 million to
FEMA for reimbursement, but has yet to be reimbursed. 

Rice also wants to discuss how long FEMA trailers will be in the Florida Keys and what the
long term plan is for such trailers if needed after the start of hurricane season on June 1.

“We need some answers and we need some help with that,” Rice said.

For the past several months, Monroe County Commission and planning staff have been
debating a proposal about the county, via the state, taking over the FEMA travel trailers for
people who lost their homes in Hurricane Irma.

However, the county has been resistant because it would have to self-insure and take over the
maintenance of the trailers. Also, commissioners and county staff have been under the
impression that the roughly 190 trailers would have to be moved out of the Keys before June 1
or be able to be moved prior to a storm making landfall in the Keys.

FEMA spokesman John Mills told The Key West Citizen that if the county does not take over
the trailers and FEMA still administers them, FEMA expects “many” of them to remain in the
Keys after June 1.”

However, FEMA has begun to remove some travel trailers from RV parks in the Keys after the
residents have moved out, County Commissioner George Neugent said.

Neugent has sent FEMA representatives several emails imploring them to keep the trailers in
place to house people who may have been recently kicked out of FEMA paid hotel rooms or
just need a place because they can’t yet return to their homes.
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